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View the contents of our May issue (volume 86:2)
You can view many of the papers already as First View on Cambridge Core or you can visit our JDR
community site to view the Contents Page as well as the complete set of Abstracts If you’re feeling lazy,
the full list of titles are at the end of this Newsletter. We continue our policy of publishing across the full
spectrum of the dairy foods chain, including in this issue a significant proportion of papers dedicated to the
primary product, milk. Our review article deals with bioactive peptides, summarizing potential health
benefits but focusing on how we might optimize the content of these important molecules through
nutritional and genetic manipulation. Consumer health also features in our May Editorial, which comes
from one of our Italian Editorial Board Members (Iolanda Altomonte) and features donkey milk. On holiday

in Portugal recently we were struck by the number of cosmetic products that included donkey milk, so it is
nice to see the nutritional benefits being highlighted. Donkey dairy products can command very high
values, the Serbian cheese Magareći Sir (or Pule) reportedly retailing for 1,000 €/kg. Since 40% of the milk
used for this product comes from goats, someone has identified a very lucrative niche! It would be nice if
we had a Serbian research paper in this issue, but we don’t and a quick search of our databases revealed
that we need to go back to 2005 to find an article that reported a κ-casein polymorphism in the Pramenka
breed of Serbian sheep. We do have 18 different countries represented in this issue, and it is gratifying to
see no fewer than 4 papers from North America.

Papers open for Community Peer Review
Please help us and help the authors by volunteering to Peer Review one or more of these research articles:
The effect of physiological state, milk production traits and environmental conditions on milk fat globule
size in bovine milk
walter5516
On-farm use of a water hardness test kit to assess total blood calcium level in dairy cattle
fiore5446
Ketotic cows display dynamic changes in nonesterified fatty acid composition of serum and milk
leiliu5504
Quality indicators in lactose hydrolysed milks and soy drinks from Colombia
mendoza5465
We cannot emphasise too highly the importance of prompt Peer Review, so please help us and help the
authors. It could be your turn next! To volunteer go online here. Please do not respond directly to this
email!

Searching JDR papers
Of course JDR is indexed in all of the relevant search engines, but in addition it is easy to search using our
CUP Core pages. Do you use this facility? Tell us please!

ORCiD id
Together with our publishers, Cambridge University Press, we have decided to introduce a requirement for
all corresponding authors to have an ORCiD id. This is an important part of our commitment to high quality
publishing. An ORCID iD is a persistent digital identifier for individual researchers, that supports automated
linkages between researchers and their professional activities and affiliations, through integration in
research workflows such as manuscript and grant submission. If you are not already registered with ORCiD
please register now at https://orcid.org/ There is no cost, and registration offers a number of advantages in
ensuring that your research is recognized, globally. ORCiD also offers robust permissions and data privacy
protections, giving researchers total control over the data they store on their record, including what is
made publicly visible. If you have any questions or comments, please use the contact form, do NOT respond
directly to this email.

News from the Editorial Board: First View Articles
At the November Editorial Board Meeting we made a commitment to reducing the time from submission to
acceptance. The first part of this exercise was to move more papers through onto First View as quickly as
possible. And we are delighted to report that we now have twenty Accepted articles (in addition to the May
issue content) that will appear as First View in the next few weeks. We shall be updating our Peer Review
targets and reporting on success rates in our next Newsletter.

When contacting JDR, please use the Contact Form. We are a very small office, so your enquiry will be
handled personally by the Editor. Please do not email directly to the Editor; he is easily confused!
The Newsletter will appear regularly. If you would prefer to be removed from our mailing list,
you can unsubscribe Our full data Privacy Policy can be read here
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Bioactive peptides from milk: animal determinants and their implications in human health
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